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Abstract Recent research shows fire-prone residents
and regional fire managers in SE Australia converge in
wanting more local, detailed information available to the
threatened, and that this does not happen in a vacuum.
Communities in hazard zones need to be and feel engaged
with the realities of their local threats, empowered and
supported to act, maximising their own and their
community’s safety. This paper shows that engaged,
informed communities can be fostered through emerging use
of the internet and Common Alert Protocols. More
geographically targetted pre-impact media exposure about
the likely extent and impacts of the threat is recommended.
Keywords Natural Disasters, Disaster Risk Reduction,
Effective Risk Communication, Media, Self-Help,
Evacuation, Bush Fires, Community Safety, Crisis
Communication

1. Introduction
Risk communication after 7/2/2009
The rules for engagement for disaster risk management
were largely rewritten in Australia after the 1939 and 1983
SE Australian fires. They underwent a quantum change after
Cyclone Tracy and the Brisbane floods of 1974.Those rules
have evolved further following the firestorms of Black
Saturday, 7 February 2009 in SE Australia, where 173
people died. People were overwhelmed by the speed and
ferocity of fires on the hottest day in Victoria’s record. There
were many days’ prior warnings of extra fire threat across the
media.
This paper considers how to maximise community
preparedness, based on meetings and surveys with regional
fire managers and fire-prone residents early in both 2007 and
2008.Ninety-two bushfire-prone households in five
South-East Australian regions were interviewed in 2007,
asking how people received their bushfire information and
warnings, and asked for ways to improve community and
householder preparedness and the effectiveness of
emergency warnings. Considerable portions of exurban SE

Australia’s built environment are seen as among the most
fire-prone on earth.
Results from 2007 and a feedback iteration in early 2008
show that effective risk communication is about community
self-help and the rapid sharing of local information with the
fire-threatened. Some communities, particularly beyond the
periurban areas, are highly threat aware, self-protecting and
inter-supportive. Some areas had high local innovation in
sharing preparedness and emergency warnings. This article
uses bushfire awareness, preparedness, response and early
recovery as a lead example of trends in crisis communication,
engaging community members to help people get safe and
stay safe (Boura 1998, Ingirige and Amaratunga 2012), the
globally shared disaster management goal (UNISDR 2012).
This paper draws on original research and current
literature to advance the use of the internet to minimise the
losses associated with disaster impacts in this time of global
warming and increasing global populations moving into
greater hazard zones, such as in Bangladesh (Ingirige and
Amaratunga 2012). Research and theory, including adult
learning theory, underline that adults, to act, most prefer a
practical, problem solving approach, familiar and relevant
to their own lives; ways of sharing and drawing
oncommunity-members prior experience; having a
two-way, active role in information exchanges with varied
and
trusted
sources(Steelman
and
McCaffrey
2012).Steelman and McCaffery also note there is little
reported work on fire risk communication. This paper and
associated references (i.e. Goudie 2007, Sorensen 2013) help
address that. It is firmly embedded and extends from other,
mainly Australian disaster risk communicators, such as
Handmer (1992, 2000, 2001; Rohrmann 2000 a+b, and
Paton 2003, Paton et al 2005).
There is a strong convergence of finding from the 2007 and
2008 research reported in this paper and recent findings of
Steelman and McCaffrey (2012), and of Yang and Kahlor
(2013). All converge on the physical realities, the
psychology of engagement – or active information avoidance,
and how to achieve maximum safety. Of the 92fire-prone
householders interviewed for this research in 2007, almost
all asked for greater real-time fine local detail. This has
helped shape the Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s fire
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weather and other warnings, both information detail and
timeliness of release. The role of the media has also stepped
up, aligned to Australian Federal Government policy
(COAG 2004), in many ways led by ABC radio and more
recently, ABC news24 digital television. A deep study by
the Australian Government in 2013 found one of the
greatest requirements of peoples in Northern Australia
affected by cyclones was real-time local information
(Sorensen 2013), convergent with this reported research.
This project was funded by and conducted jointly with
and for the Australian Bureau of Meteorology and the
Australian Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre (Goudie
2007, 2009a).
This paper aims to help improve the background
preparation and triggers to action ahead of and through a
natural disaster impact, focused on self-help among the
bush-fire prone. The reported research was conducted with
fire managers and residents in high risk built environments in
south east Australia, and includes results of household
surveys.
After defining the aim and outlining the
methodology, a two fire-season survey of feedback from the
fire-prone about what sorts of risk communication they want,
and refinement of that end-user driven research, results are
given, then compared and integrated with government policy
and current risk communication psychology and literature.
Recommendations are given, particularly encouraging media
sources to increase their pre-impact coverage into threatened
areas in proportion to the likely severity of the impact.

2. Aim
This research aimed to help improve effective risk and
crisis communication by working collaboratively with
regional fire authorities in five fire hazard zones in SE
Australia’s built environments, interviewing at-risk
households about how they felt effective fire-risk
communications can improve.

directed researchers into 11high risk “fire zones” (fire-prone
areas).Early 2007 was an acute fire season so interest was
high, producing detailed feedback.
Twenty-three surveys were completed in the Bega Valley
bush, SE NSW, 12 on Canberra bush edges (1/2 fire-affected
in 2003), 33 in Yarra Ranges fire zones, NE of Melbourne;
14 on the Mornington Peninsula among tea-tree forests south
of Melbourne and 10 on a North Sydney bush edge. The
survey began: “We are looking for your views on bushfire
warnings and preparedness.”
There was a fixed survey instrument, which included
question Q2.4: “What are your main ways of learning about
bushfire threats? Look at the Guide Sheet, and tell me which
fire information source you rely on most which do you use
next most often. Are there other information sources you
use[prompt]:Radio, TV, Internet/web, Local newspapers,
Pamphlets, Banners or road signs, Friends, Neighbours,
Family, Meetings, Other. Responses were listed as a number,
1 being the first designated information source.
There were further prompts relating to internet use.
Following some details on what sites were used, recipients
interested in the internet were asked (Q 3.10):“If we had a
new, national web site for information for people in Bushfire
zones, and we asked you to design the front page for easy use,
how should the front page look. What else would the site
have? How would it look and work?”
Arranged by fire managers, as well as the 92 Household
surveys conducted in the 5 fire zones, numerous community
meetings were held in early 2008, to give feedback from and
refine input to the research findings of 2007. Three public
meetings were held on the Mornington Peninsula early in
2008, and four in parts of Canberra deeply affected by their
2003 fires. Feedback from the surveyswas gained early in
2008 from Fire managers (Mornington Peninsula), managers
and brigade members (Bega Valley); Managers and 22
Community Fireguard (CFA 2008) members from across the
Yarra Ranges. Early 2008 was a relatively mild fire season.

3. Method

4. Results

Bushfire household risk communications survey - early
2007
Aiming to understand how at-risk residents received their
emergency warnings and early recovery information and
how to improve that information and delivery, this research
worked closely with state and Territory fire authorities. It
was conducted over two fire seasons, and so results are given
that way. No two fire seasons are the same.
In early 2007, fire zone residents in Victoria, Canberra and
New South Wales were surveyed in face-to-face household
interviews averaging about 30 minutes. Local fire managers

In 2007, those who had experienced a bushfire or had
close contact with a fire survivor take the threat most
seriously. People connected to local brigades, or in
community fireguard or fire units tended to be more
fire-prepared than others. Residents of the deep bush are
much more prepared and interlinked than many on the urban
fringe. ABC radio was appreciated by many. Radio is the
dominant information source (Figure 1), followed by friends
and family. (“Which fire information source do you rely on
most?”)
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Local newspapers, Authorities, Banners, road signs and pamphlets were nominated by less than 5% of respondents.
Figure 1. Most relied-on fire information sources

The internet is widely used, but 262 suggestions were given to improve it (Figure 2), especially wanting greater ease of
access to fine local detail and ‘now-casting’, pivotal to ‘stay or go’ decisions.

Figure 2. What fire zone internet users want from a fire web site
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4.1. Suggested Ways to Improve the Internet

Goudie. Centre for Disaster Studies, JCU, for BCRC

Shared goals: maximise preparation and safety, minimise loss
1. Aware fire zone residents - get safe, stay safe

Information Sources:
•BoM
•Fire Managers

2. The Web Information
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In the Bega Valley, the strong sense of community, an
acute shared sense of vulnerability and interdependence
produced innovation such as road-side blackboards for fire
updates and for community meetings. The city-fringe
equivalent could be electronic roadside signs. Bulk emails
proved effective in one area; community-initiated
installation of a UHF tower works in another. Monitoring

Communication Safety Triangle

or

4.3. 2008 Results: Sharing Local Innovation Nationally

23/8/7

In f

‘Other’ includes: Tab: as fire approaches; Tab: Helping
your house survive; Tab: Landscaping and building advice;
Tab: Current deployment of all resources; Tab: Fire history
of my area; Tab: All related local phone #; Tab: Detail of
real-time current risks; Tab: real-time fire map and
predictions; Tab: Wind direction and speed; Consider all
disasters; Tab: Psychology and coping sites; Tab: managing
livestock/pets; Tab: pictures of clothes and gear needed; Tab:
detailed evacuation issues; Tab: People new to the area;
Community email newsletter; Links to related sites; Push for
fire plan.
Descriptive analysis was conducted on the 2007 data set,
but as the survey was more qualitative than quantitative, no
great statistical insights were gleaned. It was clear (Table 1)
that there was only a weak but significant (to .09) correlation
(Peasons 2-tailed .18) between perceived housing vulnerable
and how seriously residents took bushfire threat. Close
scrutiny of various analysis sets found little of advanced
statistical interest, because the data gathered was mainly
descriptive. It is the strong interest in better information from
multiple sources which is the main research result.

official VHF information and practicing bushfire awareness
and drills in one retirement village were developed in the
Yarra Ranges. Campers are actively targeting on the holiday
camping grounds of the Mornington Peninsula, while
specific text messages are ready for group sending in one
area. Phone trees work in the deep bush, but people need
answering machines to reduce stress on callers. Phone trees
were more up-to-date in remote areas than in the urban
fringes. A supported ‘bush’ idea was for ‘over-managed’
local social burn-offs near vulnerable houses.
Twenty-two Community Fireguard Group (CFG) Yarra
Ranges residents want big, simple, well placed and
interesting road signs. A well-attended and supported
community safety day was held in 2008 in the fire-impacted
area of Canberra, where the 2007 results were shared and
feedback gained to refine Figures 3 and 4.

General local Community
Information flow, especially around fire impact

3. Local
media

A risk communication goal: increase supportive interaction of:
hazard-zone residents, refined web resources and community media
In general preparation, and around likely impact

Figure 3. The Communication Safety Triangle (CST)

Table 1. Correlation of perceived house vulnerability to how seriously a bushfire threat was taken
Housing
vulnerability
Housing
vulnerability
How seriously
you take a
bushfire threat

Pearson Correlation

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

How seriously you take a bushfire threat
.178
.090

N

92

92

Pearson Correlation

.178

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.090

N

92

Figure 4. Seven Steps to Community Safety
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The Mornington Peninsula meetings included 8 CFA
Brigade Administration Support Officers (mainly for
community liaison) and with the Municipal Fire Prevention
Officer. They highlighted fuel load, the need to engage
community, and using all available networks and media to
rapidly get ‘now’ information from the fire-field to those at
risk. Community radio staffs were open to reading timely
local warnings from the web (Figure 3), and want to be
included in local emergency planning. Earlier versions of
Figures 3, 4 and 7 were presented to and supported by these
groups. Their incorporated feedback informs the final
versions of those figures. The 2008 input included written
submissions by 39 fire zone residents, commissioned to fill
in survey forms at fire-authority organized community
meetings. Those meetings and residents who filled in the
2008 survey forms largely echoing the need for fine local
detail in time and space, the need to have backup sources of
emergency warnings, such as local ‘phone trees’. There were
81 total nominated first, second and third levels of final
information sources, shown in the descriptive data of Table
2.
Table 2. Main bushfire threat information sources
Main final
information
source

Frequency
1st
nominated

2nd

3rd

Total

Radio

11

11

5

27

Internet

7

4

3

14

Scanners/UHF

7

2

1

10

Phone tree

4

4

2

10

Authorities

3

4

-

7

Neighbours

2

2

1

5

Sirens

4

1

-

5

Fireguard group

1

2

-

3

Total

39

30

12

81

Table two shows that there remained a high reliance on
radio for emergency warnings, along with the internet. Radio
scanners used by emergency managers and ‘listened to’ by
some residents in poor radio or phone signal areas were
relied on equally with phone trees. Information and warnings
from ‘Authorities’ was important, but note ‘neighbours’,
were the normal source of phone tree information, making
neighbours (an ‘informal’ source) very important.
Written input includes suggestions for improvement such
as:“A CFA radio station providing updates and hints during
the fire period. Early warning is vital for me as I live a long
way from work.” “Total fire ban signs, heat and winds make
it obvious.” There is general apathy in my street re fire talk. I
would suggest insurance companies include words of
enticement to clients when sending out renewals.” “Young
people networking (texting) could be very useful - need to
build networks of older/vulnerable and youth.” “Formation
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of community fireguard groups. Street corner talks by local
fire captains. Use CFA facilitators for group talks prior to
fire season.”

5. Discussion
An all-hazards approach is taken because many steps in
maximising safety are basically the same (Handmer 2001,
Goudie and King 1999, Goudie 2008a, 2013,Steelman and
McCaffrey2012, UNISDR 2012): Crisis communication is
the communication peak, through impact to early recovery
(Figure 4). Core use of the internet for two-way, fine “now’
information exchange and SMS-based messaging to those at
risk was politically freed-up following the tragedy of
February 2009.
5.1. Modelling Making Better Community Safety
The following models, refined in the regional meetings,
are Communications Safety Triangle, 7 Steps to Community
Safety, and the Preparedness Sequence (Figures 3, 4 and 7).
Current social theory (Kim and Ball-Rokeach 2006) and
risk communication research (Rohrmann 2000a) champion
informing and motivating people as inter-supportive
community members (CFA 2003, Strahran 2008, Ingirige
and Amaratunga 2012)to maximise their safety and recovery.
The research reinforces that enhanced self-help community
initiatives will help maximise safety(Paton et al 2005, Figure
4).All parties can be linked in one coherent approach to
effective risk communication (Goudie 2004, King et al
2006and Sorensen 2013).
Established, interactive communities in high risk bushfire
areas provide examples of engaged communities prepared to
maximise safety, minimise impacts, speed recovery and
minimise emergency demands on Authorities. Research
indicates the inability of most people to be prepared for the
most extreme event. Early and radical self-evacuation or
highly accessible and fire-proofed shelter seem the only truly
safe options for most in fire-vulnerable areas during
predicted “firestorm weather”.
The media is central in getting information from
Authorities to those at risk (Rohrmann 2000b, Wakefield and
Elliot 2003, Cohen et al 2006,Ingirige and Amaratunga
2012). The internet, and local media, particularly local ABC
and volunteer-based community radio provide a vital role in
crisis communication in Australia (Goudie 2009b). Effective
now-casting from the Bureau of Meteorology and
independent weather stations to people at risk can become a
focus of crisis communication in threats like fast-moving
fires.
An array of Common Alerting Protocols (Botterell et al
2008) will use the internet as the main information conduit to
speed emergency managers’ reality updates and decisions,
more rapidly passing localised ‘now’ information to those at
risk. Residents will ultimately access their authoritative
web-to-air local information and advices via portable battery
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radio, emails or SMS messages, and share local ‘action’
information.
5.2. The Communication Safety Triangle
The CST “(Figure 3)” streamlines web-delivered
information to householders via local media. Residents want
local preparation information, real-time threat detail and
recovery information (Goudie 2013, Sorensen 2013). The
conditions for 7/2/9 were well understood and forecast by the
Bureau in the days leading up to ‘Black Saturday’ but there
was insufficient media and Agency presence to properly
convey the enormity of the risk. The Victorian Premier and
others tried. For a predicted ‘Category 5’ or ‘Firestorm
weather/Catastrophic fire weather’ day, warnings for the
need to act radically were ineffective for many at risk. The
core recommendation in this paper is: Leading into a
predicted impact, the media should devote 10% of likely
post-impact coverage in a geographically targeted and timely
way to predicted impact zones, using language like fire
weather and ‘firestorm weather’. This regional bombardment
by the media prior to weather-induced impacts will help
neighbours talk and motivate each other to action, as a
precaution, as a practice. A full theoretical framework for
asserting the under-utilised importance of pre-impact
targetted media blitzing draws on a synthesis of Bayesian
Logic and Eigenvalues from the research results (Goudie
2013).
In an emergency, the CST embraces “WEB-TO-TV and
WEB-TO-AIR” This means that authoritative information
providers (including ground staff) deliver current, fine local
detail to the web, so local newspapers and TV can provide
images to convey threats and responses (Quarantelli 2002),
while radio broadcasters are providing information off the
web directly to their audiences via battery-operated
radios. Fine-detailed local radio information to those at risk
can use intimate local knowledge (Wakefield and Elliot 2003)
and will achieve social good (COAG 2004) as authorities
reach out to community organisations. This partnering may
need to be facilitated. Each year the Bureau of Meteorology
sends a letter to all media outlets ‘reaffirming the
partnership’.
5.3. 7 Steps to Community Safety (7SCS)
The hardest steps in community self-help are having
people accept that a threat is real, and that early self-help is
necessary. The need to feel personal relevance, to internalise
the reality to act, is central (Step 1, Figure 4).Cyclone Larry:
cyclone forecast maps were used and appreciated (King et al
2006).
People at risk need to know, to ‘internalise’ that they are at
risk before they are likely to act. People want to believe they
will not be beset by calamity (King and Goudie 1998, 2006).
The remaining 6 steps are all to do with accepting the need
to act.7SCS rejects ‘she’ll be right’; rejects ‘‘they’ will save
me and my house’.

“Story telling” is emerging as a powerful tool to help make
the threat ‘real and local’ to people (Wall 2006), because
sharing stories of like prior events is important in two-way
community engagement (Steelman and McCaffrey
2012).The 7SCS nests perfectly within the current UN
approach to Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR 2012).
Like cyclone-prone residents (King et al 2006, Sorensen
2013), this bushfire research found complex partnerships and
cooperative interactions maximised safety. People in fire
zones tend to be either slightly aware of bushfire risks, or
profoundly and acutely aware. The latter had often been in or
near a bushfire. Figure 5 shows the roof gutters of a person
living in an extreme bushfire situation – narrow winding
gravel road, steep slope in among towering eucalyptus trees.
They expressed little concern for their vulnerability. This
‘enclave’ in the Yarra Ranges, Victoria, shared a collective
disregard for their vulnerability. Yang and Kahlor (2013)
provide ample evidence that there are some people who
actively avoid facing the realities of their vulnerability,
because the information makes them feel uncomfortable.
Such people represent, along with those with little or no
English language, the greatest challenge to disaster risk
management and communicators. They are the ‘laggards’ on
the bell curve of normative values (O’Neil 2004) around
internalising and acting on the threats associated with being
in a hazard zone (Figure 4).

Figure 5.
2007.

Wooden houses in the tall gums, Outer Melbourne high summer

5.4. The Preparedness Sequence
Although the research indicated a generally high level of
awareness and preparedness to act, critically, many fire zone
residents would ‘decide on the day’ whether to leave early or
stay and defend. ‘Leave early’ depends on how far you have
to travel to get to a ‘safe place’.Defend depends on three
factors: firstly, the preparedness and ability of defenders,
considering health, psychological preparedness, and physical
preparedness including clothing, gear and water supply.
Secondly,
the
defensibility
of
your
home:
construction/design – materials, shape, aspect and effective
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seal, proximity of fuel load and a registered fire shelter.
Some houses are indefensible in some fires; liable to
‘explode’ in a firestorm. Finally, the defend decision hinges
on the predicted category of the impending fire weather.
These considerations are all critical to successful defense.
On 7/2/9, crisis departures both saved lives from
‘exploding’ houses, and caused many deaths (Figures 5 and
6).People are more inclined to respond to a looming threat if
they have already achieved the earlier steps of the 7SCS
(James et al 2007, Ingirige and Amaratunga 2012).
Figure 7 shows how people who have previously
internalised the risk and undertaken the background
preparation will be listening up for impact threats, and be
inclined to do the final preparations through to early
recovery.
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forecasts, will help revolutionise the way people react to fire
and flood threat (McLean 2007).Simulations of flood height
or hail path or fire movement will be challenging to develop,
but will help the threatened make sound decisions.
An identified problem in effective risk communication in
Australia is the fractured ways different States and territories
managed information. Seen from one perspective, it has
allowed local innovation, but at the expense of national
coherence in the age of smart phones, the internet, up-loads
and real-time forecasting and potential two-way
information-sharing. This ‘fractured’ approach may well
apply to other countries with ‘antiquated’ political structures,
developed well before our ‘information age’.There is a real
need to drop issues of ‘power protecting’ of old political
boundaries to work coherently across borders to maximise
safety and minimise loss, using all forms of two-way
communication and involvement (Steelman and McCaffrey
2012).
6.1. One National Approach to Disasters, One National
Web Site

Figure 6. Travelling during a major impact when all options are horrific 7/2/9Reuters, AFP

Emergency information and action
on the preparedness continuum

Goudie July 07
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Integrating Fire Managers, weather warnings, strong community preparedness
and self-help, detailed web information and community media.

The loose spiked ‘graph’ is illustrative of emotional levels described by
people who have experienced disasters. The lines are not joined because
there are disjunctions between the phases illustrated.For instance, the threat
may veer away without impact.
Figure 7. The Preparedness Sequence

6. Simulations
Simulations of predicted near-term fire or other threat
movement, akin to micro scale modelling of cyclone impact

Section 51 of the Australian Constitution is now a divisive
obstacle to a rational national approach because it gives
states
responsibility
for
disaster
management
(Farnsworth2008). The Council of Australian Governments
is trying to develop one national approach to disaster
mitigation (COAG 2004). Modern technologies and natural
disasters over-ride state boundaries. Perhaps it is time to
revisit S51, for safety, health and education.
One national ‘Safe Australia’ website can link seamlessly
to unique state, territory and local information (i.e. MPSC
and Robinson 2006). It will greatly reduce the high level of
internet information duplication (Goudie 2008b), currently
coexisting with many information ‘holes’. The national site
should include: zoom-in access to all local hazards and
real-time, disaster zone mapping and impact simulations.
The high level of local government and community
safety-oriented innovation revealed by the research suggests
there should be a widely known site within ‘Safe Australia’
to post, share and draw on safety-oriented innovation, with
annual regional awards attached to Australia Day
acknowledgements of citizen merit.
With easier access to relevant web information, with rapid
entry via clicking location on a map of Australia, or by
entering a postcode, with greater detail of current disaster
behaviour and now-casts, residents-at-risk and local radio
announcers can describe the threat, helping timely
preparations and the ‘stay or go’ decision.

7. Recommendations
Recommendation 1
A rational national approach to disaster and climate
change mitigation.
Preparedness and emergency communications are the
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peak of much broader levels of preparedness, using the
Standard Emergency Warning Signal, one national Safe
Australia web-site and Common Alerting Protocols, where
crisis communicators use the internet as the main
information conduit, collating information and rapidly
posted advice for local use. Internet innovation can include:
stronger neighbourhood e-links, now-casting local weather
conditions and short term predictions. A national, all-hazards
approach will include effective mobile phone text messages,
email and general use of battery-operated radios to hear and
share authoritative information read directly from the web.
Recommendation 2
Adopt a 5 scale warning system across all threats
Like Cyclone warnings, fire threat can be ranked 1 – 5,
with five being “Firestorm weather” across relevant
bio-regions [this has been adopted for fire in Australia].
Recommendation 3
Redefine “Leave early or stay and defend”.
‘Leave early’ depends on how far people have to travel to
get to a ‘safe place’. Defend depends on the preparedness
and ability of defenders, the defensibility of a home and the
predicted category of the impending fire weather.
Recommendation 4
The 10% media pre-impact commitment
Leading into a predicted impact, the media should devote
10% of likely post-impact coverage in a geographically
targeted and timely way to predicted impact zones, using
language like fire weather and ‘firestorm weather’, showing
maps and sharing stories. This will help neighbours talk and
motivate each other to action, as a precaution, as a practice.
Recommendation 5
Nurture, share and encourage uptake of local community
safety innovations, linked regionally to Australia Day
celebrations. Develop a site within the ‘Safe Australia’ web
site to post, share and draw on safety-oriented innovation.
Recommendation 6
Explore ‘over-managed’ social burn-offs near vulnerable
houses.
This has advantages not only to the householder reducing
their fuel load, but provides a social focus to build social
capital, especially for newcomers. It also gives those without
experience just how hot radiant heat from a managed fire can
be.

provide direct web feed via local radio stations to
battery-operated radios to those at risk will greatly reduce the
burden on formal response agencies.
By enhancing knowledge-based self-help and more
fire-resistant structures prior to fire threat, authorities can
best foster final disaster preparations and responses.
Assessing personal and property preparedness, fuel loads
and near safe-places are all part of emergency warning
effectiveness and response decisions to fire threats.
Conveying the needed local information, including likely
fire threat intensity from a mild but real category 1 through a
perhaps manageable Category 3 to a terrifying and easily
deadly category 5 - firestorm weather - will help people
make decisions in a timely way. Self-evacuation to suburbia
for the day can be a very attractive alternative to being in
another 7/2/9.
The deeper implications of these findings and
recommendations are that the very structures of power and
control, rather than ‘command and control’ among fire
authorities needs to be constantly revised, in this era and
future
where
psychology
and
end-user-driven
needs-meeting is gaining in ascendency with growing
reliance on electronic media, especially mobile phones,
battery operated radios and the internet. Two-way
communications, targeted and participatory engagement
into safety-oriented understandings and behaviour is the
direction of effective risk and crisis communication. This
will be increasingly aided by on-ground meetings and all
forms of media playing expanding roles detailed in this
paper, pre-impact through to early recovery, to maximise
safety and minimise loss.
People want more fine local detail in time and space and
inter-supportive communities (even if virtual).Maximising
safety and minimising loss is largely about weather extremes;
preparedness and a modern meld of Authorities, technology,
the internet and the media interacting with locals. Enhancing
these elements is core to engaged, prepared communities.
Using the approaches outlined in this paper, people will
generally have minimised disaster vulnerability and be better
placed for smooth recovery, minimising disruption and
recovery costs.

8. Conclusion
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Theory, regional perspectives and emerging practice
converge on using refined web-delivered material to
households and to mobile phones, to their neighbours and to
local media, informing and motivating residents through the
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